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ABSTRACT

1.

A Platform-Independent Model (PIM) is supposed to capture the requirements specified in the Computational Independent Model (CIM). It can be hard to validate that this
is the case since the stakeholders might lack the necessary
training to access the information of the software models in
the PIM. In contrast, a description of the PIM in natural
language will enable all stakeholders to be included in the
validation.
We have conducted a case study to investigate the possibilities to generate natural language text from Executable
and Translatable UML. In our case study we have considered
a static part of the PIM; the structure of the class diagram.
The transformation was done in two steps. In the first step,
the class diagram was transformed into an intermediate linguistic model using Grammatical Framework. In the second
step, the linguistic model is transformed into natural language text. The PIM was enhanced in such a way that the
generated texts can both paraphrase the original software
models as well as include the underlying motivations behind
the design decisions.

In Model-Driven Architecture (MDA; [15, 25]) software
models are transformed into code in a series of transformations. The models have different purposes and level of
abstraction towards the resulting implementation.
A Computational Independent Model (CIM) shows the
environment of the software and its requirements in a way
that can be understood by domain experts. The CIM is often referred to as the domain model and is specified using
the vocabulary of the domain’s practitioners and the stakeholders [17].
In the transformation from a CIM to a Platform Independent Model (PIM) the purpose of the models change and
the focus is on the computational complexity that is needed
to describe the behaviour and structure of the software.
The PIM is then transformed into a Platform Specific
Model (PSM) which is a concrete solution to the problem
as specified by the CIM. The PSM will include information about which programming language(s) to use and what
hardware to deploy the executable code on.
One way of realising the model transformations in the
MDA process is shown in Figure 1 which is adopted from
[17]. In this process the transformation from CIM to PIM is
done manually while the transformation from PIM to PSM is
formalised by using marks and mappings. The marks reflect
both unique properties of a certain PSM as well as domainspecific properties of the PIM, while the mappings describe
a model to model transformation [15].
In MDA the PIM should be a bridge between the CIM
and the PSM. Thus it is important that the PIM is clear
and articulate [11, 33] to convey the intentions and motivations in the CIM as well as correctly describe the PSM
[26]. Claims have been made that comprehensibility is more
important than completeness if models are used for communication between stakeholders [18]. But if the stakeholders
want to know if the PIM is complete with regards to the
CIM, completeness is just as important.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Motivation

The developers of the PIM have to interpret the CIM to
make their design decisions. Thus there are many ways for
the PIM to represent a different solution to the problem
compared to the solution given by the CIM: The CIM might
be ambiguous or use vaguely defined concepts with the risk
that it is misinterpreted; the CIM might be incomplete in
the view of the developers of the PIM so they make additions to the PIM and finally, the CIM might be assessed as
incorrect but the correction is made in the PIM and not in

and behaviour of the models, enabling a process that leads
to software meeting the requirements and expectations of all
stakeholders.

1.3

Figure 1: One realisation of the MDA process
the CIM. Over time the CIM and the PIM diverge due to
the interaction of these inconsistencies.
The problem is not limited to the development phase. In
order to adopt the CIM and the PIM to changing requirements, new developers have to be able to understand why
the models are designed in the way they are and how they
can be changed according to their underlying theory [20].
An example of the threat of failing to understand the underlying theory is given in [2]. From their experiences at
British Airways they report on how important business rules
are trivialised in the PIM as it is incapable of showing which
business requirements are most important when all elements
look the same in a class diagram. To demonstrate their point
they use the notion of codesharing. Codesharing is when airlines in an alliance can sell seats on each others flights. For
this to be possible a flight has to be able to have more than
one flight code. In a class diagram this business requirement
worth millions of pounds is obscured as a simple multiplicity
on an association between two classes, see Figure 2.
So the transformation from CIM to PIM poses two questions: How do we know that the PIM captures the requirements of the CIM, and nothing else? And how can we make
sure that future developers of the PIM understand the intentions and motivations behind the design decisions [20]?
The evaluation of the correctness of the PIM’s behaviour
and structure can be done by testing and model reviewing.
Both testing and accessing the information of the PIM
requires an understanding of object-oriented design, knowledge of the used models and experience of using tools for
software modelling [2]. Textual descriptions, on the other
hand, are suitable for stakeholders without the necessary
expertise in software models [9]; natural language can be understood by anyone, allowing all stakeholders to contribute
to the validation of the PIM.

1.2

Aim

Our long-term aim is to reverse engineer the marked PIM
into a CIM, investigating how much of the original CIM that
can be generated from the marked PIM. As our first step
towards a complete system we have chosen the structure of
the class diagrams. The aim of the generated text is not
only to paraphrase the class diagram but also to include the
underlying motivations and design decisions that form the
theory behind the model.
By using an MDA approach for generating natural language text we enable the textual description of the PIM,
the PIM itself and deployed PSMs to be synchronised with
each other. The texts can be used by stakeholders that are
unfamiliar with software models to validate the structure

Contribution

We have generated textual descriptions of the structure
of the class diagram that not only paraphrase the diagrams
but also include the underlying motivations and design decisions. The mappings from marked PIM to natural language
PSMs are generic and can be applied to any marked PIM. Indeed, since the marks are used to enhance the performance
of the mappings the transforming an unmarked PIM will
still generate a linguistic model. Though the text generated
from such a linguistic model might have minor grammatical
errors.
The vocabulary of the PIM is reused as lexicon for the
generated linguistic model so that we can generate text for
any domain independent of how technical or unpredictable
the vocabulary may be.
In MDA terms the generation of natural language was
solved by first transforming the xtUML models into an intermediate linguistic model, a grammar. In a second transformation the grammar was used to generate the desired
view of the class diagrams as natural language text.

1.4

Overview

In the next section we present the background knowledge
for our case study in terms of natural language generation,
the Grammatical Framework and Executable and Translatable UML. In section 3 we describe our case study of transforming the PIM into a CIM. The results are given in section
4, followed by a discussion in section 5. Our case study is
related to previous work in section 6 and a summary with
drafts for future work concludes our contribution.

2.

BACKGROUND

In our case study we have used the MDA perspective on
models for Natural Language Generation [29]. This was
achieved by first transforming the marked PIM into a linguistic model defined by the Grammatical Framework [28].
The linguistic model was then used to generate the final textual description of the PIM. We used Executable and Translatable UML to model the class diagram and the model to
model transformation.

2.1

Executable and Translatable UML

The Executable and Translatable Unified Modeling Language (xtUML; [14, 27, 34]) evolved from merging the ShlaerMellor method [30] with the Unified Modeling Language
(UML, [23]).
There are three kinds of diagrams used in xtUML (component diagrams, class diagrams and statemachines) as well as
a textual Action language. The Action language is used to
define the semantics of the graphical diagrams. This study
only concerns the class diagrams.

2.1.1

xtUML Class Diagrams

In Figure 2 we have an example of an xtUML class diagram. The xtUML classes and associations are more restricted than in UML. We will only mention those differences
that are interesting for our case study.
In UML the associations between classes can be given a
descriptive association name while in xtUML the association

software model and reshapes it to an intermediate linguistic
model by performing text and sentence planning. The second transformation is equivalent to the linguistic realisation
as the linguistic model is transformed into natural language
text. We will use our class diagram in Figure 2 to exemplify
the purpose of the three stages.

2.2.1

Text Planning

Text planning is to decide on what information in the original model to communicate to the readers. When the selection has been done the underlying structure of the content
is determined. In our case we first describe the classes with
attributes and operations, then the associations between the
classes with multiplicities.

2.2.2
Figure 2: An xtUML class diagram

names are automatically given names on the form RN where
N is a unique natural number. I.e. Flight is associated to
FlightNumber over the association R5.
In xtUML there are no special associations for the UML
aggregate and composition associations. Both aggregation
and composition express a parts-of relation with the difference that in aggregation, the parts can exist without a
’whole’ while in composition the parts cannot exist without
the ’whole’. Following the definition given by the OMG [23]
aggregation is modelled by using the multiplicity 0..1 and
composition by using the multiplicity 1.
Speaking of multiplicities, in xtUML there are only four
possible combinations of multiplicities; 0..1, 1, * and 1..*.

2.1.2

Model Transformation

The PIM to PSM transformation is handled by model
compilers. A model compiler takes a marked PIM and a
set of mappings that specify how the different elements of
the marked PIM are to be translated into the PSM [15,
17]. Since the PSM is generated from the marked PIM, it
is possible for the running code and the software models
to always be in synchronization with each other since all
updates and changes to the system are done at the PIMlevel, never by touching the PSM. The model compiler allows
the same PIM to be transformed into different PSMs [1]
without a loss in efficiency compared to handwritten code
[31].

2.2

Natural Language Generation

When compiling a marked PIM into a PSM it is important
to include all the information of the marked PIM into the
transformation. For Natural Language Generation (NLG)
this is not the case [29]. The content, its layout and the
internal order of the generated text is dependent on who
the reader is, the purpose of the text and by which means it
is displayed. In this sense the texts can be seen as platformspecific.
Traditionally NLG is broken down into a three-stage pipeline; text planning, sentence planning and linguistic realisation [29]. From an MDA perspective NLG can be viewed
as two transformations. The first transformation takes the

Sentence Planning

When the overall structure of the text is determined the
attention is turned towards the individual sentences. This
is also the time for choosing the words that are going to
be used for the different concepts, e.g. an aircraft can both
depart or leave an airport. The original software model has
now been transformed into a linguistic model.

2.2.3

Linguistic Realisation

In the last stage the linguistic model is used to generate
text with the right syntax and word forms. The linguistic model should ensure that the nouns get the right plural
forms and that we get a flight but an aircraft. Through
the linguistic realisation the intermediate model has been
transformed into a natural language text.

2.3

Grammatical Framework

For defining the linguistic model we use Grammatical Framework (GF, [28]). In GF the grammars are separated into
an abstract and a concrete syntax. To understand how we
have used GF and the resource grammars we give an example that generates the sentence An Aircraft has many
Flights. The grammar is found in Figure 3. It is not necessary to understand the details of the grammar, it is included
as a small example of the kind of output that is generated
from our model to model transformation.

2.3.1

Abstract Syntax

The abstract syntax is defined by two finite sets, categories (cat) and functions (fun). The categories are used as
building blocks and define the arguments and return values
of the functions
From the class diagram in Figure 2 we have that both
Aircraft and Flight are class names. We want to use this
information in our grammar, defining a function for both
Aircraft and Flight, see Figure 3. From a linguistic point
of view they define the lexical items that make up our lexicon. Lexical items can be used to define more complex
functions, like OneToMany that returns a Text describing the
association between two ClassNames. By defining our categories (the content of the text) and the functions (the ordering of the content) we have completed the text planning
stage of the NLG process.

2.3.2

Abstract Trees

Abstract syntax trees are formed by using the functions as
syntactic constructors according to their arguments. While
the abstract syntax shows the text planning for a possibly

Abstract syntax:
cat Text, ClassName ;
fun Aircraft : ClassName ;
Flight : ClassName ;
OneToMany : ClassName × ClassName → Text ;
Concrete syntax:
lincat Text = RGL.Text ;
ClassName = CN ;

Figure 4: From marked PIM to text

lin Aircraft = mkCN (mkN "Aircraft" "Aircraft") ;
Flight = mkCN (mkN "Flight") ;
OneToMany aircraft flight =
mkText (mkCl (mkNP (mkDet a_Quant) aircraft)
(mkV2 have_V)
(mkNP (mkDet many_Quant) flight)) ;

(OneToMany(Aircraft, Flight))ENG
= OneToManyENG (AircraftENG , FlightENG )
= mkText(mkCl(mkNP(mkDet a Quant) AircraftENG )
(mkV2 have V)
(mkNP(mkDet many Quant) FlightENG ))

Figure 3: An example of an automatically generated
GF grammar

infinite set of texts the abstract tree represents the structure of exactly one text. According to our example grammar the sentence An Aircraft has many Flights will have
OneToMany(Aircraft, Flight) as its abstract tree.

2.3.3

Concrete Syntax

A concrete syntax assigns a linearisation category (lincat)
to every abstract category and a linearisation rule (lin) to
every abstract function. The linearisation categories define
how the concepts of the PIM are mapped to the pre-defined
categories of GF. From an NLG perspective the linearisation
rules supply the sentence planning. The concrete syntax is
implemented by using the GF Resource Grammar Library.

2.3.4

Resource Grammar Library

In the Resource Grammar Library (RGL) a common abstract syntax has sixteen different implementations in form
of concrete syntaxes. Among the covered languages are English, Finnish, Russian and Urdu. The resource grammars
come with an interface which hides the complexity of each
concrete language behind a common abstract interface.
The RGL interface supplies a grammar writer with a number of functions for defining a concrete syntax. In Figure 3
mkText, mkCl and a_Quant are examples of such functions.
Exactly how these functions are implemented is defined by
the concrete resource grammar for each language. Just as
for a programming language we only need to understand the
interface of the library to get the desired results, we do not
need to understand the inner workings of the library itself.

2.3.5

Linearisation

In GF the linearisation of an abstract tree, t, by a concrete
syntax, C, can be written as tC and formulated as follows
(f(t1 , . . . , tn ))C = fC (tC1 , . . . , tCn )
where fC is a concrete linearisation of a function f [13].
The linearisation of OneToMany(Aircraft, Flight) using
the concrete English grammar ENG described in Figure 3 is
then unwrapped as follows

= mkText(mkCl(mkNP(mkDet a Quant)
(mkCN(mkN ”Aircraft” ”Aircraft”))))
(mkV2 have V)
(mkNP(mkDet many Quant)(mkCN(mkN ”Flight”))))
= An Aircraft has many Flights
Linearisation is an built-in functionality of GF and equivalent to the linguistic realisation of NLG.

3.

NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION
FROM CLASS DIAGRAMS

To investigate the possibilities for natural language generation from software models we have conducted a case study
using xtUML to model the PIM and perform the model-tomodel transformations. The reason for choosing xtUML is
that the model compiler enables a convenient way of transforming the PIM to different PSMs. We used BridgePoint
[3, 14] as our xtUML tool.

3.1

Case Description

The original case was a hotel reservation system. To avoid
getting into domain details and explaining the different components and subsystems we reuse the example given in [2]
with a small extension; we have added classes for the concepts Aircraft, Airport and Airline. The result is a class
diagram that highlights the problems we want to solve and
what we can achieve in forms of NLG. The class diagram
can be found in Figure 2. The intention of the diagram is
not a complete description of the problem domain.
Our PIM includes a note for the association R5, A Flight
can have more than one Flight number since code sharing
is a multimillion-pound business, affecting an alliance of
airlines. There are also notes on the associations so that
they carry meaningful association names instead of xtUML’s
generic ones. R1 and R2 are annotated with has, R3 is annotated with is booked for, R4 is annotated with belongs to
which is to be read from left-to-right only and R5 has the
note is identified by which also is to be read from left-toright.
An overview of our system is found in Figure 4. The
shaded modules are generated in the model-to-model trans-

formation. The Resource Grammar Library (RGL) supplies
the necessary details to realise the concrete syntax. The
dotted lines within the systems give the dependencies between the modules while the solid lines show the transformations between the systems. The transformation between
xtUML and Grammatical Framework is defined as mappings
in BridgePoint while the transformation from Grammatical
Framework to text is automatically handled by GF through
linearisation.
The input to the first transformation in Figure 4 is a
marked PIM and a set of mappings. The marks are described next and then the mappings.

3.1.1

Marking the PIM

Since we are aiming for a linguistic model and not source
code we use marks for irregular word forms, where the marks
play a similiar role as stereotypes in UML. In our example we
use a mark on the class Aircraft so that the noun Aircraft
has the same form in both singular and plural. Just as for
UML the xtUML metamodel can be extended for different
profiles. Our extension results in a natural language profile
for xtUML. The general mapping is otherwise to use the
regular form for English nouns, i.e. a plural s. The mappings
are generic and can be used for any marked PIM.

3.1.2

Mappings

We use the following pseudo-algorithm to decide what the
linguistic model should contain and in what order. These
mappings are generic and can be used for any marked PIM.
The mappings only consider certain aspects of the class diagrams of the PIM and if it contains other diagrams or action
language this information is just omitted.

cat ClassName, Association, Attribute,
Multiplicity, Operation, Motivation ;
fun Flight, FlightNumber, Aircraft, Airline,
Airport : ClassName ;
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5 : Association ;
Name, Code, RegNr, Address,
AirportCode : Attribute ;
One, ZeroOne, ZeroMore,
OneMore : Multiplicity ;
GetNextFlight, GetAirline : Operation ;
R5Motivation : Motivation ;

3.2.2

Classes

To list the attributes of a class we generate a unique abstract function for each class with one Attribute argument
for each class’s attribute in the PIM. The function corresponding to the class Airport has the following abstract
syntax
AirportAttributes : ClassName × Attribute ×
Attribute × Attribute → Text ;
At the same time we generate an abstract syntax tree for
the function given the class it paraphrases
AirportAttributes(Airport, Name,
AirportCode, Address)
The same procedure as for attributes is repeated for listing
the operations of the classes.

3.2.3

Associations

We generate one function for all associations
generate lexicon for class diagram;
for each class in class diagram
if class has attributes
generate sentence for class attributes ;
if class has operations
generate sentence for class operations ;
for each association in class diagram
if association has association name
generate sentences for association ;
if association has association class
generate sentence for association class ;
if association has motivation
generate sentence for motivation ;

Association : Association × Multiplicity ×
ClassName × Multiplicity × ClassName →
Text ;
This function is a generalisation of the OneToMany found in
Figure 3. For the association between Flight and Flight
Number we get the following tree
Association(R5, One, Flight, OneMore, FlightName)
To generate a text for an association class we use one
function that takes three class names as arguments
AssociationClass : ClassName × ClassName ×
ClassName → Text ;

The algorithm is implemented by using the xtUML model
compiler.

For each association with an association class we then generate an abstract syntax tree. For association R5 in our
example diagram we get the following tree

3.2

AssociationClass(Flight, FlightName, Airline)

3.2.1

xtUML to GF
Lexicon generation

Before we generate the different sentences of our text we
need a vocabulary. The content of the vocabulary, or lexicon
in linguistic terms, is taken from the names of the elements
of the class diagram and the marking model. The lexicon
therefore defines which concepts that will be included in
the final text (flights, names, codes etc.) and for which
reason (as class names, attributes and so on). Here is the
automatically generated abstract syntax of the lexicon, in a
dense representation to save space.

Each motivation is introduced into the grammars by a
unique function and abstract tree
R5Text : Motivation → Text ;
R5Text(R5Motivation)

3.2.4

Combining texts

We now have a set of unconnected abstract trees. To
combine the trees into one text we introduce the function
Combine : Text × Text → Text ;

If we append the generated abstract trees above, we get the
following abstract tree
Combine(
AirportAttributes(Airport, Name,
AirportCode, Address),
Combine(
Association(R5, One, Flight,
OneMore, FlightNumber),
Combine(
AssociationClass(Flight, FlightName,
Airline)
R5Text(R5Motivation))))
We have now automatically transformed the class diagram
into an abstract and a concrete syntax as well as an abstract syntax tree. Together these three represent a linguistic model of the text that we want to generate.

3.3

GF to Text

The generated abstract syntax tree for the document is
linearised by the GF lineariser. The linearisation of the tree
completes the transformation of our xtUML class diagram
into natural language text.

4.

RESULTS

To show the results from our NLG process we give a small
text that is generated from the examples used in the previous
section.
An Airport has a name, an airport code and an address.
An Aircraft can get next Flight and get Airline. A Flight is
identified by one or more Flight Numbers. The relationship
between a Flight and a Flight Number is specified by an Airline. A Flight can have more than one Flight number since
code sharing is a multimillion-pound business, affecting an
alliance of airlines.
The generated text can now be used by the stakeholders
to validate that the class diagram has the right structure
and that the underlying theory is represented. The generation of textual descriptions from the class diagram enables
close communication with stakeholders, giving them constant feedback which is a crucial point according to [9].
The grammars were automatically transformed from the
class diagram, all we needed to do was to mark the PIM
and give the mappings between the marked PIM and the
grammar. To generate text from another class diagram we
need new marks for the irregular nouns. We can then reuse
the mappings defined in our example to generate natural
language text from any marked PIM.
Since the role of the marks is to enhance the quality of the
transformation defined by the mappings it is not necessary
to start with a marked PIM. The results of applying the
mappings to an unmarked PIM is that we get a grammar
treating all class names as regular nouns. This might lead
to some odd phrasings, such as many Aircrafts. The division of labour between marks and mappings means that a
developer with a reasonable knowledge of English can mark
the PIM with the necessary irregularities while an expert on
the target langauge and the used grammar formalism can
define the mappings once and for all.
A further result is that we managed to combine two different systems that are successful within their respective
domains. Executable and Translatable UML (xtUML) has
previously been proven to allow the PIM and the PSM to

Figure 5: An xtUML class-diagram

be consistent with each other as well as enabling reuse [1,
31]. GF is currently used in collaboration with industry for
multilingual translation in the MOLTO-project [19] and has
previously been used for multi-modal dialogue systems [4,
35] and in collaboration with the car industry [12].

5.

DISCUSSION

In our Motivation we stressed that even a well-formed
model is difficult to understand, thus the need for textual
paraphrasing of its content and motivations. On the other
hand, paraphrasing the model will not make up for a lack
of detail in the model, those details are needed to make the
text informative. It is therefore important that the models
use meaningful names for classes, attributes and associations
etc. so that it is possible to generate a precise vocabulary
and meaningful descriptions of why classes are associated
with each other.
In UML we can use verbs or verb phrases for the association names and nouns for the role names [16]. The role
names can thus be seen as outsourced attributes. The problem is how to incorporate the information given by the class
name and the role name together with the association name.
For the class diagram in Figure 2, we state that An Airport
has one or more arrivals. But what is an arrival? A clarification can be done in many ways, one is by adding subordinate
clauses that define an arrival, where an arrival is a Flight.
In xtUML the issue is solved differently.
Associations are given default names in xtUML, names
that have no semantic meaning to a human reader. To
understand what the association represents one has to understand the Action language that defines the association.
The lack of a verb phrase for the association opens up a
new way of looking at role names; [33] advocate that the
role names should be used as underspecified verb phrases
that are missing their complement. By using this definition
of role names on our class diagram we get a new diagram
adopted to xtUML, see Figure 5. The benefit is that we do
not need to mark the associations to give them meaningful
names and we can use the roles of the classes at the same
time. From this diagram we could generate the sentence An
Airport has one or more arriving Flights.

6.

RELATED WORK

In a systematic literature review from 2009 there is only
one work that reports on generating natural language text
from class diagrams. From our own searches we have not
found any MDA approach that cites the review. However
there are other contributions that have used the same techniques as we have, but in other settings.
A systematic literature review on text generation from
software engineering models is reported in [21]. Of the 24
contributions only one concerned the generation of natural
language text from UML diagrams, [16]. The motivation
for conducting the literature review was that even if models
are precise, expressive and widely understood by the development team natural language has its benefits. Natural
language enables the participation of all stakeholders in the
validation of the requirements and makes it clear how far the
implementation of the requirements have come. [21] state
that none of the contributions address the issue of keeping
the generated documents synchronized with the PIM.
Our examples of generated text are inspired by the work
done by [16]. They generate natural language descriptions
of UML class diagrams using WordNet [8] for obtaining the
necessary linguistic knowledge. WordNet is a wide-coverage
resource which makes it useful for general applications but
can limit the use for domain-specific tasks. We use a domainspecific grammar that is tailored for just our needs. Whatever the domain our approach has lexical coverage while
WordNet will lack lexcial knowledge about more technical
areas. When it comes to results there texts are descriptions
of the class diagram while ours also include the underlying
motivations for the structure.
In [7] the Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business
Rules (SBVR, [24]) is used as an intermediate representation
for transforming UML and OCL into constrained natural
language. This means that SBVR maps to a limited set of
possible sentence structures while GF allows a free sentence
planning.
[5] have developed a system that transforms class diagrams into natural language texts. Their system differs from
ours in that it marks all model elements with the corresponding linguistic realisation. While our system relies on the
linguistic model to perform the linguistic realisation, their
system maps the marks straight into pre-defined sentences
with slots for the linguistic realisation of the model elements.
Grammatical Framework has been used before to generate
requirements specifications [6, 10] in the Object Constraint
Language (OCL; [22, 36]). GF is used to translate expressions in OCL to English text with LATEX-formatting. The
translation is done by implementing an abstract grammar
for the UML model of OCL, a concrete grammar for OCL
expressions and a concrete grammar for English. The text
to text translation is then done by obtaining an abstract
tree through parsing the OCL-expression, then linearizing
the tree in English. Since we do not have a grammar for our
graphical models we instead use the metamodel of xtUML
to generate the necessary linearisation grammars.

7.
7.1

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Conclusion

From our generated text it is possible to see if the motivations and intentions of the CIM are captured by the
PIM. The texts also paraphrases the structure of the class

diagram, enabling stakeholders with various backgrounds to
participate in the validation of the PIM. In the process we
have transformed the class diagram into an intermediate linguistic model which ensures that the generated texts are
grammatically correct.

7.2

Future Work

From our case study we have identified two lines of future
work that we find interesting. The first line is to generate
other views of the PIM, the second line is to make more use
of the Grammatical Framework.
So far we have looked at the static structure of the class
diagram. Another aspect worth looking in to is the dynamic
behaviour of the software. This can be done by transforming
the Action language code into textual comments, adopting
the results from [32] to xtUML and MDA. This will then be
combined with natural language descriptions of the statemachines since they play a key role in the behaviour of objects.
There are several ways to make more use of GF. [6] enrich
their generated texts with LATEX, something that could be
used to highlight the motivations or for supplying tags for
colour and fonts to the texts. We also want to make more
use of GF’s capacity for several concrete languages to share
the same abstract syntax. Being able to generate a variety of languages from internal system specifications would
mean that the models can be accessed and evaluated by
those stakeholders that are not confident in using English.
One of the new languages could be a formal language for
writing requirements and then GF could be used to both
generate natural language descriptions, formal requirements
and translate between the two.
Both lines of work will in the end require a more rigorous
evaluation, both to obtain the desired format and content
of the texts but also to see in which extent they can replace
the original CIM.
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